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A little bit about 
Mayday Safety...
Mayday Safety is a crowdsourced safety solution designed by

special operations veterans to help individuals manage their

own safety and organizations manage emergencies.

Mayday Safety was developed by Ryan Cleckner and Kyle Lamb,

two special operations veterans who recognized that battlefield

tested technologies like "blue force trackers" could be

converted into civilian versions to provide a crisis

communication tool that families, businesses, schools, first

responders, and law enforcement could utilize in an

emergency.

"crowdsourced safety solution"
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Introduction
The Mayday Pro Dashboard is intuitive. Emergencies are easy to

see and track, users can be uploaded in bulk, color-coded

groups can be created to manage alerts and messaging, and

zone boundaries are defined with a click of your mouse. You

can access your dashboard from any internet connected device

anywhere in the world.

Start Mayday Safety 

Upgrade to a Pro Dashboard: 

Track alert locations 

 

Control alert levels 

 

Checklists and safety checks 

 

View emergency details

Launch your Pro Dashboard.

Click here to sign

up online.

Click here to 

sign in.

https://maydaysafety.com/mayday-pro-dashboard/
https://admin.maydaysafety.com/#/login
https://maydaysafety.com/mayday-pro-dashboard/
https://admin.maydaysafety.com/#/login
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Quick Start Guide

Navigation options

through various settings

and functions

Overview of zone(s)

and alerts 

Summary bar: total users, emergencies, and pings 

Menu Map

Status
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Dashboard Menu

Return to main dashboard.

Manage and edit users.

Manage and edit groups of users.

Manage and edit locations for your

organization. 

Send and check the status of notifications to

your users by group and zone, 

Manage settings for your organization.

Dashboard 

Users 

Groups 

Zones 

Notifications

 

 

Settings
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Users

Active = Installed

Mayday Safety

smartphone app

Membership in

groups or user by

color and name

Edit users by selecting

the three dots next to

their name

Add individual

users or upload in

bulk via CSV file

List of current

users by name and

phone number

User Status

Users Add User
Edit Users

User Groups
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Add New Users

For phones, select

"phone" and the

phone will receive a

text message for

login. For tablets

and other non-

phones devices,

select "access code"

to bypass the text

message

requirement. Upon

logging in on the

device, the country

for the phone

number should be

selected and

"access code"

selected followed

by entering the

access code. 

Save when complete.

Enter any

groups you'd

like for the

user/device

here. You may

wait and add

users/devices

to groups from

the group's

screen.

Enter name

for user --

may be room

number or

description

for dedicated

devices

Login Type

Username

Groups

Save

(Individually)
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Add New Users

Once your file is in the proper format with

your users' details, click on "Upload CSV"

and select the file for upload.

Download sample CSV file.

Download Sample

Upload CSV

(In Bulk)



Groups
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List of current groups

with color coding

and descriptions

Create a new group.

Membership in this

group determines

dashboard access.

Number of

users currently

in each group

Edit any group

by selecting the

3 dots next to it.

Groups
Add Group

Admins

Number of Users Edit Group
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Add New Group
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Group Name

Group Color

Users

Save

Enter name for group. Plan ahead here. For example, "Class of

2022" is likely better than "Freshman" so that the users do not need

to be changed out each year. You may make as many groups as

you would like and users may be a part of several groups.

Choose a

color for

each group.

Click save to create group.

You may add

users to the

group here or

on the users

page.
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Zones
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Zones

Add New Zones

List of current zones and descriptions

Zones are displayed in a

faint blue overlay.

Click to create a zone. 

Make sure that you have first

located your area on the map.
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Add New Zone
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2. Zone Description

3. Save

1. Zone Name 1. Define Boundary

2. Close Boundary

Add description (optional).

Click save to create zone

and define zone boundary.

To complete setting up

a zone, click back on

the original start point.

Click on map to create a

start point and continue

clicking around the border

of your zone in whatever

shape you desire.

Choose your zone name.
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Notifications
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Notification Type / 
Recipient

Notifications

Create Notification

Response/Status
Type of notification

sent and to whom.

Feedback on how many users received the

message, responded as safe/need help, or

completed certain items of a checklist.

Click the percentage for a per-user view.

Click here to

create a new

message, safety

check, or checklist.

Also available at

the bottom of the

screen on the

main dashboard.

List of current/previous notifications

with details. Also visible on the bottom

of the screen of the dashboard.
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Send Notification
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4. Text

5. Read Receipt

6. Send 

1. Type

3. Filter by Zone

2. Send To

Enter message here.

Select this to view who has (and

has not) received the message.

Click to send message.

You may choose to limit the

message only to users within the

boundary of a particular zone.

Choose the groups or zones

to receive the notification.

All users sends to all in

organization.

Select type of notification.

Choices are notifications,

checklists, or safety checks.

Notifications give information,

checklists can have multiple

checkboxes for users to

respond, and safety checks

provide a choice of users to

check in safe or request help.

Safety checks also display

colored dots with user's

status on the dashboard's

map.
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Settings
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Organization Details Current Plan
Details of your current

plan, limits on users,

zones, and admins.

Current information

about your organization.

May be edited by

clicking on "edit info."
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Status
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Total Users

Emergencies

Notifications

Pings
Pings are an

alert that must

be approved by

an admin

before being

sent org-wide.

This is intended

to prevent false

alarms and also

provide an alert

tool without

locking down a

facility.

Total number of users

in organization.

Current/recent notifications. 

Also available on the notifications page.

Current emergencies
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Pings
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Active Ping

Ping Details Resolve/Escalate
A ping may be resolved

or escalated into an

organization-wide alert

by an admin. 

Pings will show up as blue on the map. Admins will also receive a

text message on their phone alerting them to a ping with the user's

name, phone number, current zone, and a link to this dashboard.

The user's name, group,

location, and contact

information is displayed.
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Escalating Pings
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Upon escalation, an alert

will be sent to the entire

organization. 

 

A pre-formated safety

check screen will pop up

for the admin who

escalated the ping. 

 

Sending the safety check

will send a message to

users you select asking

them to check in "safe" or

"need help." 
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Safety Checks
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During a safety check, your user's approximate locations and their

status are displayed on the map. Grey dots means the user has not

yet responded, green means the user is safe, and red means the

user needs help.

Users/Status
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Map
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Current view of all

zones, pings, and alerts.

Click here or the arrows in the

top right corner to expand your

view to a full-screen map.

Map

View Map
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Full-Screen Map View
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This view is perfect for a

monitor/display to watch

over your organization.

Click here or hit the

"esc" button on your

keyboard to minimize

the view back to the

normal dashboard.

Full Map

Minimize




